
T Management Limited 
(RTM) was co-founded 
by Lily Pang, Marcus 
Wong, and Jerry Liang 
who are best friends 
and became business 

partners and Mark Lui was the first cre-
ative artist they signed under the compa-
ny they formed. 

Today, RTM is an all-round brand 
consultancy and management company 
for designers, artists, KOLs, and brand 
owners. “We believe that art and business 
complement each other. With our highly 
experienced team, we deliver quality, 
innovative, and distinctive brand image 
services that create true value for any 
business,” says Lily Pang, Co-founder & 
Director. 

“We manage your ideas” is the slogan 
of RTM. “We’re an all-round brand 
consultancy and management company, 
we offer solutions and executions to our 
clients,” says Pang.  

Passion for Work            
“China is the biggest market every-

one looking at right now and our team 
has over 15 years experience in doing 
business in China and has established a 
well-connected network in China. This 
makes RTM stand out in the market. 

We’re facing different obstacles 
everyday. We believe that our passion 
for our work can overcome any obstacle, 
says Jerry Liang, Co-founder & Director.

Marcus Wong, Co-founder and Direc-
tor adds: “Our plan is to bring our artists 
and brands into China and showcase 
Chinese artists and brands to the world. 
There’s a long way to go before we can 
say that we’re successful. Our motto is be 
passionate about what we’re doing,” says 
Wong.  

For additional information, 
please visit www.rtm.com.hk 

Showcasing Chinese
Success to the World

RT MANAGEMENT LTD

Spotting a niche to promote Chinese talent at home and aboard.
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A. Mark Lui with Jerry Liang, Lily Pang and Marcus Wong at Basel World 
and launched the most valuable guitar in the world designed by Mark. 
B. (From left) Lily Pang, Mark Lui, Jade Lui, Maria Elena Aprea, Marcus 
Wong, Raymond Poon, Jerry Liang. Photo taken at Chantecler x Mark Lui 
Collaboration Event. C. RT Management Limited is the Official Merchan-
dise Partner of  2016 FIA Formula E Hong Kong ePrix. Merchandise show-
cased at Pacific Place.
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